Everyone's Favorite Cowboy and Space Ranger Hit the Big Screen Once Again!
Toy Story Debuts it’s Fourth Movie in the Series

Jenna Heinz

Teens nowadays grew up watching all kinds of Disney movies and classics. Anywhere from “The Lion King” and “Finding Nemo” to “The Little Mermaid” and “Cinderella.” These timeless classics include the loved by all “Toy Story” movies. When announced, everyone was excited for the premiere of the fourth movie.

On June 19, 2019, Toy Story 4 was released, nearly 25 years after the first. In the previous movie, “Toy Story 3”, Andy was leaving for college and ends up giving away all of his toys to a friend, Bonnie. The new movie's storyline begins with Bonnie about to start kindergarten and while at orientation, she makes a new toy named Forky. Before heading off to school, Bonnie, her family, and her toys go on a road trip when Forky gets lost. The adventure continues when Woody goes to rescue Forky, meeting some old friends along the way. The rest of the toys try to delay Bonnie and her family from going back home so Forky and Woody can join them.

Many life lessons can be taken out of a movie with this much emotion: friendship, change is not all that bad, another man's trash is another man's treasure, and “Listen to your inner voice” as quoted throughout the movie by Buzz Lightyear. All movies tell a story, but great movies have meaning behind them and a point that they are trying to get across.

This is one of the reasons why many enjoyed the movie. Not only was it fun to watch but it also emitted many emotions. The heartwarming storyline presents ideas on how you should live your life without fear and how you want to.

One fellow viewer, Davina Rivera, said she really liked the movie. “I’m gonna give it a four out of five just because I didn’t think Bo Peep was gonna come back but then she came back as a strong independent woman. Also, I never thought woody would leave the gang.” The most apparent theme to her was that friends should stick together.

Abby Rivera gave the movie an eight out of ten. “It was a very cute movie. I love Disney movies, they are really cute.” One thing that Abby noticed that was different from the other movies is the evolution of the animation. “You could tell in the older movies some of the characters looked different than in the new ones.” Animation has come a long way since the release of the first movie. The quality, color, and detail put into the films have advanced and improved drastically.

Many can agree that the movie made them feel a whirlwind of emotions. Disney continues to amaze all with their advancements in animation, emotion, and production. It seems like this may be the end of the Toy Story series, but their presence in children's lives will continue on.